ON SALE NOW 241 -

MYSTERY BOX HEAVEN!
This month we purchased
a Rather Large –
450kgs collection in fact!
Much of this will make the
most amazing Mystery Boxes
- for you to work on over

Christmas - Ho Ho Ho!!
KANGAROOS
1. 10/- GREY & ANILINE PINK SG 136
CofA wmk. Used, nice coloured stamp
for just…………………………....$149.00

7. C of A WMK HIGH VALUES SG 135-138 5/- TO £2 , £1
and £2 both have repaired telegraph punctures, great
space filler set for just……………………………….$149.00

KGV
8. 1d SALMON RED BW G12 71c(2)
L, with variety “thin g” Very Rare variety as stated on Michael Drury cert i fi cate , m i nt l ig ht ly h i n ge d
for……………………..….....….$599.00
9. 1d DEEP RED ANILINE G17 1/2 BW 71H(2)g “Secret
mark” variety mint lightly hinged with Michael Drury
certificate for………………………………………....$499.00
10. 1d PINK G28, BW 71t(4)d secret mark mint lighly
hinged, very scarce stamp with Michael Drury certificate for………………………………………………….$599.00

2. 10/- GREY & PINK SG 136 CofA
wmk . Used, nice stamp for
just………………………...………$99.00

3. £1 GREY SG 137, CofA wmk fine
used as shown and well priced for this
particular stamp……...………...$239.00

4. £1 GREY SG 137, CofA wmk fine
used with a few nibbled perforations
at base as shown and well priced for
this particular stamp……….…$149.00

5. £1 GREY COFA WATERMARK SG
137 in superb mint Unhinged, perfect
original gum for……………....$1,399.00

6. £2 BLACK AND ROSE SG 138, CofA
wmk. Used bottom right perforation
missing but nice price………....$139.00

11. 1d CARMINE RED Die 3, BW 75zb, CA Monogram
Block of 6 very lightly hinged, superb, complete with
Michael Drury certificate …………………..…….$3,499.00

OTHER AUSTRALIA
12. 5/- BRIDGE COMMERCIALLY USED SG 143 as
shown, sound stamp $249.00

13. 5/- BRIDGE COMMERCIALLY USED SG 143 as
shown, sound stamp minor
stain at IA of Australia
for……………………...$219.00

14. 5/- NATIONAL SAVINGS STAMP
1940 Mint with a minor thin spot,
hard to fine these days for
just……………………….…….$149.00

COMMONWEALTH ITEMS
15. 1903 FIJI EDWARD £1 GREY & ULTRA £1 SG 114 fine mint lightly
hinged………………………..…...$325.00

SG17 used, SG 30-43 used £90, SG 52-66 missing 10/2/6 is sadly toned, rest are mint Cat. £160, 83-85 mint
£225 and is unhinged, 100 used, 102-4 used £200, basically the collection is 90% approximately complete and
has a catalogue value of £1,400+ ($2,300+ Aust) and
nicely priced as a collection at just about what the KGV
1925 set (3) unhinged SG 83-5 is worth just……$399.00

16. 1906-12 FIJI EDWARD £1 PURPLE
AND BLACK £1 SG 124 fine mint lighly
hinged……………………………...$289.00

17. 1929 GB PUC £1
BLACK
SG 438, no
thins, , with a firm clear
postmark as shown
for……………….$299.00

COLLECTIONS
18. BARBADOS
Collection
housed in quality Maroon Lighthouse
Jumbo
binder full—with
around 50 Hagner pages.
I
noted hundreds
of early issues
including
fine
used SG 4,8, 9 x
2, 11 unused,
12a x 3 shdes,
21 x 5 shades, 25 x 4 shades, 69 average used Cat.
£300, 63, 96, 114, 144 x 2 shdes, 116-24 fineused set 9
£170, 145-51 used, 168, 170-80 10 of the 11 £130 fine
used, 181-91 used set 11 £250, 200 fineused £110, 21012 used 12 £275, 213-28 used set 12 £300, 229-39 used
13 £90,there are blocks imprints etc, duplicates
shades, 271-82 fine used 12 £75. A beautiful collection
to start on this country or add to an existing with the
ability to sell the duplication if required. There is more
than £5,500+ ($9,200+ Aust) in Catalogue value but as a
fine collection priced as a mere…………….……..$899.00
19. IRELAND Collection housed in Davo hingeless album, covers the period 1922-1989. To be sure to be
sure - it is a lovely lot and I noted SG 1-9 fine used,

20. SWITZERLAND Collection housed in Davo illustrated album covering the period 1843-1987, a mixture of
both mint and fine used. I noted SG10 used £170, early
issued 1854 60+ different includes shades etc. noted
SG 60a used, 50 and 51a, 51, in fact the collection is
approximately 90% complete for the period, includes
complete charity issues for that period, £2000+ for
these alone, a fine used set of Peace SG 447-59 (13)
£1200, most Airmail issues are present, £1,000+ in cat.
Value. There is more than £10,000+ (almost $17,000
Aust) now because there is a little toning mostly on
used stamps which clearly can be cleaned up, this is
priced to run out the door for someone who is prepared
to work on it which will reward…………………….$899.00

MYSTERY BOXES BONZANZA!
We have lots of amazing new stock just in—
450kgs of new stock in fact, so try a box today!
21. The mega mystery box is ………..…………… $229.00
22. The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………...$499.00
If you want a box made up to another value eg $1,000 or
more, just ask as right now we really can help! For
those who have never purchased a mystery box from
us—they can contain one-country collections; stamps
from lots of different countries, both old and modern
mint and used; FDCs and commercial mails; stamps onand off- paper; duplicated stamps so you can check for
varieties; whole albums; stock-books full and empty;
catalogues. The list goes on and on, no two boxes are
ever the same. If you have special requests we certainly try to accommodate, they come with a fun guarantee!

